Evolutionary origin and maintenance of coexpressed gene clusters in mammals.
Gene order is not random with regard to gene expression in mammals: coexpressed genes, and in particular housekeeping genes, are clustered along chromosomes more often than expected by chance. To understand the origin of these clusters and to quantify the impact of this phenomenon on genome organization, we analyzed clusters of coexpressed genes in the human and mouse genomes. We show that neighboring genes experience continuous concerted expression changes during evolution, which leads to the formation of coexpressed gene clusters. The pattern of expression within these clusters evolves more slowly than the genomic average. Moreover, by studying gene order evolution, we show that some clusters are maintained by natural selection and, therefore, have a functional significance. However, we also demonstrate that some coexpressed gene clusters are the result of neutral coevolution effects, as illustrated by the clustering of genes escaping inactivation on the X chromosome. Moreover, we show that, although statistically significant, constraints on gene orders have a limited impact on mammalian genome organization, affecting only 3-5% of the pool of human and murine genes. It had been hypothesized that coexpressed gene clusters might correspond to large chromatin domains. In contradiction, we find that most of these clusters contain only 2 genes whose coexpression may be due to transcriptional read-through or the activity of bidirectional promoters.